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Refugee roulette 

Tony French 

Abdul is dishing up the kebabs, breads, and dips. There is a lot of food. The tiny city serviced office is 

becoming a kitchen, and there a five of us, jostling not just for workspace, but now for food. The food is 

Abdul’s contribution. The rest of us are contributing our combined ‘migration agent’ expertise. Our task is 

to bring Abdul’s mother and his three young siblings to Australia. Jokingly, we call ourselves the ‘expert 

panel’. 

Abdul is 22, and a Hazara. His father was the local village headman in a very small village in a very remote 

part of Afghanistan. Being semi-literate meant that he was the community prayer leader. He was 

murdered for the twin offences of being Hazara (a long persecuted minority) and Shia (the wrong brand of 

Islam in a dominantly Sunni district). Abdul explains the religious differences - arms crossed during 

prayer rather than down your side, praying directly to Allah or through an intermediary saint. Stunned, we 

say “and people are killed because of that?”. 

As was expected, Abdul advanced to replace his father as prayer leader, only to receive a warning on a 

Wednesday - a bone-breaking bashing from the Pashtun/Taliban and their promise that he and his family 

would be killed the following Friday while leading their (heretical) prayers.  

No idle threat, the family took off immediately for Pakistan, joining the three million Hazara refugees 

already holed up in Quetta, where there is little sanctuary, little protection, and little future, given the ever

-present threat of being killed or deported. Abdul left Quetta about two years ago, finally catching a leaky 

Indo boat to Australia. He did his time on Christmas Island, then nine months ago was given a protection 

visa and let loose on mainland Australia. 

Abdul can now speak very okay English 

and works as a tiler (“I can match any tile 

pattern!”). Intelligent and able, he’s lonely 

and depressed; he’s missing his family, 

and naturally wants them here with him. 

He has already applied to bring them over, 

but has been rejected. The Department of 

Immigration and Citizenship says there 

are no ‘compelling’ reasons to let them join 

him. What constitutes ‘compelling’? 

Quetta is a very dangerous place, and, 

other than what Adbul sends them, the 

family has no financial support. Illegals 

there cannot work, and are liable to 

arbitrary arrest and deportation. That’s 

not a ‘compelling’ reason. 
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Nor is the fact that Abdul’s siblings cannot attend school. Living conditions are grim - a tiny single room 

for four in an overcrowded building with communal facilities. Life outside on the street is worse, however, 

with random killings (sectarian thrill kills) and regular suicide bombings. Purchasing groceries gains a 

whole new meaning when it has to be a pre-planned and always-threatening rapid trip out and back.  

Effectively, the family is confined indoors, but these are not ‘compelling’ reasons either. 

We discuss options with Abdul. After all, there are over a hundred different kinds of visa. How about a 

student visa? Abdul can afford it, and John, one of our Panel, has useful connections with a Catholic 

school. No, says Abdul, the family can’t be split. They all have to come together. 

So there goes my preferred ‘chain migration’ option. Three of our ‘expert panel’ are migrants and that’s 

how their families have come, serially over time. A neo-liberal bad thought: is Abdul inadvertently 

articulating a culture of entitlement: he’s here, so he’s entitled to have his family join him? Or, more 

charitably, should I regard it as family separation anxiety? That he is ‘cracking up’ is not a ‘compelling’ 

reason. 

If it’s got to be the lot, then we suggest Abdul’s mum register herself with the UNHCR as a refugee. Not 

being ‘mandated’ made rejection of Abdul’s earlier application easy. But there’s an obstacle, in fact five of 

them, being the number of police roadblocks between her home and the UNHCR office - in other words, 

five chances of being stopped and detained.  

Abdul’s mother is fearful she may not return to her children, and the UNHCR doesn’t do house calls. We 

gloomily stare at the Google Earth satellite map with Abdul pointing out the roadblocks. Suddenly, Sal, 

another of our panel, says he has useful Pakistani police connections. A police escort could be organised. 

“Good onya, Sal”. 

One may regard the Department’s restrictive interpretation of ‘compelling’ as necessary. The abject 

conditions Abdul’s family experiences are experienced by other Hazara stuck in Quetta and millions of 

other refugees in camps around the world. A normal interpretation would result in us being overrun by 

them, and we don’t want that, do we? 

What further danger, deprivation, imminent death or disrespect to the person is ‘compelling’? Much more, 

is the answer. We tell Abdul: yes, his family’s circumstances are tragic, but, tragically, insufficiently 

compelling. Our expert panel has to make them compelling, so we start work on his fresh application. 

It is my task to re-describe old and provide new and ‘compelling’ reasons. Abdul’s mum is a woman at risk 

(no male protection or support), and therefore vulnerable. Abdul is prepared to sponsor them (a relief to 

the Australian taxpayer). There is no prospect of the family’s return to Afghanistan; their house and lands 

have been grabbed, the village occupied now by Pashtun people.  

Just imagine, if you can, going back to claim your former property? Destination death, given there’s no 

police protection. Accordingly, Australia is the logical link for the family. Our panel is aware of the limited 

quota of humanitarian visas available, so let’s try for one. 

As I type away, Paul fills out and collates the compendious paperwork required. Sal is assisting him, and 

John, whose office we are occupying, thinks he’s a natural-born panel leader, and we allow him to think so 

as long as he continues to top up our red wine glasses (may the Prophet pardon us). By the end of this long 

evening, we are happy with what we have produced. The application will be lodged this week. Abdul is 

smiling, even after we tell him we may need to make another five or more ‘compelling’ applications.  

Then, another wine, another kebab, and the answer is compellingly obvious: if this application fails, we’ll 

co-sponsor Abdul’s family ourselves. 
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